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The following is a log of personal experiments in matching randomly generated outcomes & 

logs of coincidence/correlation. This is not a thought experiment but a game. To have fun 

and raise the stakes of leisure & work time by adding nontrivial sums/outcomes is the goal. I 

have no stakes outside of the game: there is no meaning or usage to these results, no more 

than outdoing one’s personal best running a mile or a pickup game with friends. If it sounds 

fun give it a shot.  
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Background on Games (2013-2022) 

In 2013 I read the RE: Search Lydia Lunch pocket book between classes and jobs at 

College of the Canyons. In the book, Lunch references The Field by Lynne McTaggart–a 

compendium of essays on phenomena & experiments relating to the zero-point field–which I 

ordered immediately. New to me was the section on experiments conducted by Princeton 

Dean of Engineering Robert G. Jahn and developmental psychologist Brenda Dunne at 

PEAR Lab’s1. Of the dozens of experiments enacted the development of the Random Event 

Generator (REG)–a digital coin flip generator–was central while the Random Mechanical 

Cascade (MURPHY), a 10’ tall Galton Board would become its “mascot”. These devices 

produced steady and balanced random outputs with a median focus as opposed to heavily 

on one side or the other. PEAR purported that by focusing on said devices a steady 

deviation of either yes/no or right/left could be achieved by most observers–believer, non-

believer, or indifferent–over a brief period of time. An influencing machine & machining 

Influence. 

 

This coincided with the tail end of a rather obsessive period of engagement with 

indeterminacy, wracked hermeneutics, & its practitioners that began in 2010. The relatively 

standard/cliché reading list of Burroughs/Gysin, Cage, Alfred Jarry, Robert Anton Wilson, 

Borges, Wilhelm Reich, Situationism, Disinformation, Austin Osman Spare, Duchamp, Phillip 

K. Dick, and bargain bin Gnosticism2 culminated in daily engagements with indeterminacy 

and researching historical usage of it & its anomalous derivations. A perpetual skepticism 

towards personal biases/subjectivity and facilitation of work outside of my own direct 

interests was central to this period. Enacting a daily game was not out of the question so a 

few were devised. 

AHUFFLE 

 
1 Princeton Engineering Anomalous Research labs (1979-2007) 
2 A bit of a cliché but it only gets worse when adding Deleuze (without Guattari) & Baudrillard to the mix 



  

 

The quickest: thinking of a song before putting my iPod on shuffle was a nice low stakes 

game. Under the typo via my notes app labeled “AHUFFLE” a series of correlations would 

be noted. Any excitement of matching the outcome would be met by the totally normal and 

acceptable experience just having a song I thought was cool play. The game continued: a) if 

reaching statistically odd outcomes I could chuckle. b) I wouldn’t be devastated if not. A 

healthy attitude for most occasions really. 

CC’D 

The second game was passive in that this was a time of consistent action often labeled 

“synchronicity”. My belief–then and now– is that Jung’s work and terminology should be 

heavily discarded3. My then usage of “coincidence control” as opposed to the term 

synchronicity is again a nontrivial game relating to my interest in C.C.C.C.4 as opposed to 

their derivation of John Lily’s CCO5. The “control” in coincidence control is working out a 

form of apophenia. One is looking to increase correlation between recent events/thoughts 

i.e.: Robert Anton Wilson’s “if you think about finding a quarter on the ground you will 

eventually start to find some”, or for myself: the sudden prevalence of 23’s or reference to 

the Large Glass (1915-1923). 

DDDJV 

The third game came relates to the haze of meaning/recall upon mildly precognitive states & 

their recognition. Perhaps controversially is a belief that these events are more common 

than they at first appear. This is possible via the caveat that they are so routine, boring, and 

“useless” they go unnoticed i.e. finishing each other’s sentences, knowing where to go while 

walking somewhere new, déjà vu, etc. Events coincidental or “seen” prior–in dreams or 

flashes of dissociation between routine & boredom–are logged retrospectively when a 

correlation is observed and/or mentally forged.  

 
3 Jung’s racism is an obvious reasoning, but the formation of so-called archetypes, a construct applied to the 

susceptible has done little if not engage in a kitsch  either/or logic that does nothing other than affixing metaphor 

and literature into reality as opposed to transcending those forms. Translation of the Nag Hammadi aside 
4 Cosmic Coincidence Control Center (1989-1998). Japanese electronic improv group of Mayako Hino & 

Hiroshi Hasegawa. 
5 Cosmic Coincidence Office, with relation ECCO (Earth Coincidence Control office). 



  

 

 

This has been the longest running game as I noticed it around 1997. This “precognition” 

would come across during states of extreme boredom where dissociation occurred, a state 

easily reached and constant via the mental void of being in classrooms and extracurriculars. 

At that time my only interest was hours in front of the tv or with books. “Visions” predictably 

consisted of reading, watching TV, or being in class a few weeks or years into a “future”. 

These flashes surpass the old cliché of the incomparable boredom of hearing one describe 

dreams. The description of these events–perhaps worse in that it resides in both the dream 

and reality–typically results in the person describing the scenario sounding both unhinged 

and pathetic for relating a brutalist mundanity. As the realization of a déjà vu begins, an 

ominous feeling of being someplace or knowing something is about to happen from years 

ago percolates. A mix of anxiety, certitude, ambiguity, and annoyance abounds only to 

realize that I am standing outside drinking a cola or looking for a piece of paper I misplaced. 

Regardless this is notated. 

Goal 

The public presentation of these logs is twofold: to expand the game and complicate the 

results and perception of them/myself. My interest in these games/phenomenon–whether of 

raw coincidence, apophenia, or actuality– is the totalizing banality of a mental activity of no 

usage despite its fantastical and heavily contested actuality. It is within the sheer 

uselessness of these events that credibility can reside. the fabrication of these events 

specific and above all too stupid to boast of any parapsychological prowess6. This 

uselessness: mind, recall, and engaging with the world from thoughts–of past records or 

warped memory–has in one way or another been a constant in my research/practice.  

Navigating the world in annoyingly familiar but unknown patterns from the haze of 

mind/memory against itself with no clear or direct use is what I have always thought art 

 
6 While lies are often hyper specific they are done so in the point to aid the liar, as one will find the contents of 

the logs do not help or bolster myself or any other actors in their own game.  



  

 

does, or at least the art that I like. These games are not art but are a good start to get 

somewhere dumb fast and mix frameworks of engagement of world/self. 

 



  

 

AHUFFLE (04/21/21–05/07/22) 

The game is as follows: if I have a song in my head I press shuffle. Other times I will think of 

a song to play next before hitting play. Notating that difference could have been useful but I 

was not interested in putting more thought/work into the game.  

 

The prevalence of certain artists is due to putting artists on shuffle thereby selecting from a 

smaller pool (~30 songs as opposed to 8,134) This is typically done when I am soldering or 

working as short form music helps the time go by. The rest are via “true shuffle”. Whether 

this shows true prowess, visibility of the nightmare of merging with the algorithm, the inability 

to escape my own limitations, or all of the above is not clear or important really. 

 

On April 6, 22 I became interested in intensifying the game. I would click shuffle on artists, 

with one chance of prediction. If I did not get one, I would move to another and try again. If 

this worked I would log it, if not I was only allowed two different tries. An attempt at forging a 

concrete poetry was at play but not the main goal of the game. 

 

I started this game in 2013 and continued on and off but the reality of physical & digital 

storage is that these bits of paper & bits of data have a habit of getting lost. Attached are the 

available results. 

  



  

 

04/21/21   
04:23 p.m. O.G Big Business 
04:27 p.m. Just As The Day Was Dawning Big Business 
04:31 p.m. Cold Lunch Big Business 
04:35 p.m. The Drift Big Business 
04:38 p.m. Stareadactyl Big Business 
04:41 p.m. Hands Up Big Business 
04:44 p.m. Send Me a Postcard Big Business 
04/23/21   
11:58 a.m. The World’s The Arrow Bpeople 
04/26/21   
11:11 p.m. End of Asia Ryuichi Sakamoto 
05/13/21   
12:41 p.m. Freewheel Burning Judas Priest 
06/02/21   
04:45 p.m. Atomic Blondie 
06/06/21   
07:04 a.m. Methods of Dance Japan 
07/04/21   
09:08 p.m. At Home, At Work, At Play Sparks 
07/05/1   
02:10 p.m. Piss Off Franz Ferdinand & Sparks 
10:15 p.m. The Perfect Kiss New Order 
07/06/21   
02:50 a.m. Black Celebration Depeche Mode 
06:47 p.m. The Perfect Kiss New Order 
07/26/21   
04:11 p.m. Forever Young Sparks 
08/03/21   
08:27 p.m. Forever Young Sparks 
08/06/21   
12:22 a.m. Enjoy the Silence Depeche Mode 
09/10/21   
02:51 p.m. Crap Rap 2/Like to Blow The Fall 
10/03/21   
11:23 p.m. Just Step S’ways The Fall 
11/29/21   
10:06 a.m. Rebellious Jukebox The Fall 
12/04/21   
02:27 p.m. Rebellious Jukebox The Fall 
12/05/21   
11:43 a.m. Collapsing New people Fad Gadget 
12/06/21   
01:32 p.m. Nightporter Japan 
02:01 p.m. She’s a Lady Pulp 
08:56 p.m. Collapsing New People Fad Gadget 
12/09/21   
01:19 p.m. Methods of Dance Japan 
12/11/21   
10:50 a.m. Ideal World Fad Gadget 
12/16/21   
04:19 p.m. Slipping the Stealth Goatsnake 
12/18/21   
04:28 p.m. The End Neil Cicierega 
12/19/21   



  

 

02:25 p.m. New Dress Depeche Mode 
12/21/21   
12:23 a.m. Wrong Place, Right Time The Fall 
12/26/21   
11:02 p.m. Figli Carl Stone 
12/27/21   
10:42 p.m. Couldn’t Get ahead The Fall 
12/29/21   
12:58 p.m. There’s A Ghost In My House The Fall 
12/31/21   
08:17 p.m. New Big Prinz The Fall 
11:57 p.m. The Classical The Fall 
01/02/22   
04:13p.m. Over Phantom John Maus 
01/06/22   
11:49 a.m. There’s A Ghost In My House The Fall 
01/08/22   
10:50 a.m. There’s A Ghost In My House The Fall 
04:51 p.m. Underwear Pulp 
01/09/22   
11:17 p.m. It Won’t Be Long The Quick 
01/17/22   
10:53 a.m. Sex Bomb (Peppermint Remix) Tom Jones & Mousee T. 
02:57 p.m. Rebellious Jukebox The Fall 
01/19/22   
11:22 p.m. Love Psalm Akira Yamaoka 
01/20/22   
03:42 p.m. Perfect Tan (Bikini Atoll) Machines of Loving Grace 
07:05 p.m. Danger Bird Neil Young & Crazy Horse 
01/23/22   
03:30 p.m. Twist of Cain Danzig 
01/24/22   
10:54 a.m. Collapsing New People Fad Gadget 
01/28/22   
10:18 a.m. Discopolis Lifelike & Chris Menace 
01:55 p.m. Old School Daze FM Attack 
01/29/22   
12:12 a.m. Four Years Older Alan Licht 
07:11 p.m. There’s A Ghost In My House The Fall 
02/04/22   
03:58 p.m. Daytripper Yellow Magic Orchestra 
02/11/22   
12:20 a.m. Black Celebration MB Depeche Mode 
02/18/22   
11:59 a.m. The Perfect Kiss New Order 
06:10 p.m. Just Step S’ways The Fall 
11:16 p.m. Nightporter Japan 
02/19/22   
10:08 a.m. 1000 knives Ryuichi Sakamoto 
02/20/22   
02:20 p.m. Detroit Rock City Kiss 
04:04 p.m. Second Skin Chameleons 
08:44 p.m. Bibo no Aozora Ryuichi Sakamoto 
02/21/22   
07:25 p.m. The Classical The Fall 



  

 

10:54 p.m. Brakhage Stereolab 
02/25/22   
11:34 a.m. Perfect Tan (Bikini Atoll) Machines of Loving Grace 
02/27/22   
12:44 p.m. Close to the Edge Yes 
03/01/22   
12:38 p.m. Cinderella’s Big Score Sonic Youth 
03/02/22   
11:22 a.m. Deep Blue Arcade Fire 
03/03/22   
04:11 a.m. CIRCLONT6A (Syrobonkus Mix) Aphex Twin 
03/04/22   
12:44 p.m. Insecticide Fad Gadget 
03/05/22   
12:49 a.m. There’s A Ghost In My House The Fall 
01:10 a.m. Deep Blue Arcade Fire 
03/07/22   
04:18 p.m. The Rhinohead Von Südenfed 
03/08/22   
01:53 a.m. Rock and Roll Joke Hair Stylistics & John Wiese 
03/11/22   
07:46 p.m. Black Mirror Arcade Fire 
08:05 p.m. Siberian Khatru Yes 
03/14/22   
02:02 a.m. A Forest7 The Cure 
03/16/22   
11:31 p.m. Them Bones Alice In Chains 
03/21/22   
10:06 a.m. Insecticide Fad Gadget 
03/29/22   
12:29 p.m. Butterfly Wings Machines of Loving Grace 
04/01/22   
12:52 p.m. Electric Eye Judas Priest 
11:20 p.m. Line Angel Pita 
04/02/22   
02:33 p.m. Can’t Take My Eyes Off You Boys Town Gang 
04/04/22   
08:41 a.m. The Day After The Revolution Pulp 
04/05/22   
02:00 p.m. She Is Beyond Good And Evil The Pop Group 
08:32 p.m. Bar Italia Pulp 
04/06/22   
12:09 a.m. Babies Pulp 
12:26 a.m. Vertigo Screamers 
12:30 a.m. Hubris Part 1 Oren Ambarchi 
02:32 p.m. Beyond The Pink Live Airway 
03:07 p.m. Beak Monitor 
03:21 p.m. We R In Control Neil Young 
04/07/22   
10:45 a.m. Dagger Slowdive 
02:08 p.m. Life Goes Off Jim O’Rourke 
02:16 p.m. Rocket Reducer No. 62 MC5 
04:03 p.m. The Trees Pulp 

 
7 7 Test since I just saw a meme play it on IG 



  

 

04/08/22   
02:41 a.m. E2–E4 Manuel Göttsching 
10:43 a.m. Cinderella’s Big Score Sonic Youth 
01:07 p.m. Duet Destroy All Monster 
02:01 p.m. The Sentinel Judas Priest 
05:32 p.m. Lipgloss Pulp 
09:04 p.m. Souvlaki Space Station Slowdive 
09:44 p.m. 201506901 Pita 
11:26 p.m. Arbor Day Mike Kelley & Scott Benzel 
04/10/22   
12:50 p.m. Say A Little Prayer Jim O’Rourke & Yoshimi 
04/11/22   
09:54 a.m. Mathilde Scott Walker 
04/12/22   
02:00 p.m. Love In C Minor (edit) Cerrone 
03:12 p.m. When You Find Out The Nerves 
03:15 p.m. The Million Year Picnic Nash The Slash 
03:18 p.m. Candle Lighting Ceremony: Intro Mike Kelley & Scott Benzel 
04/13/22   
09:36 p.m. Handjob Painkiller 
09:36 p.m. Monsters Nervous Gender 
09:40 p.m. Pig Sweat Pussy Galore 
09:47 p.m. The Super Thing Devo 
10:52 p.m. Playgirl BGM Otomo Yoshide 
04/17/22   
06:47 p.m. Call Girl Franz Ferdinand & Sparks  
06:52 p.m. Showdown Electric Light Orchestra 
06:67 p.m. Flying Houses Scratch Acid 
07:00 p.m. So Young Suede 
07:01 p.m. Radar Love White Flag 
07:08 p.m. Shattered Badge White Flag 
07:10 p.m. At the Mountains of Madness White Flag 
07:14 p.m. JUNGLE White Flag 
07:25 p.m. No Fair Wipers 
08:14 p.m. Peg Steely Dan 
08:58 p.m. Tilebreaker Polvo 
09:40 p.m. In The Mind Bpeople 
09:44 p.m. Special Kind of Fun Bpeople 
09:46 p.m. The World’s The Arrow Bpeople 
09:51 p.m. Can Can’t Bpeople 
09:53 p.m. Santa Fe Chas Smith 
09:58 p.m. Running Up That Hill (A Deal with God) Kate Bush 
10:05 p.m. Roscoe Midlake 
10:18 p.m. Death Valley ‘69 Sonic Youth 
10:18 p.m. Tuff Gnarl Sonic Youth 
10:19 p.m. Tom Violence Sonic Youth 
10:20 p.m. The Electrician The Walker Brothers 
10:49 p.m. I Saw Dead Jim’s Shade Monitor 
10:54 p.m. Mess on A Mission Liars 
04/18/22   
11:54 p.m. Don’t Neil Cicierega 
12:10 p.m. The Barbie & Ken Recordings Boyd Rice/Laurie O’Connel 
12:30 p.m. The Meteor Loren Connors 
12:46 p.m. Elves The Fall 
01:27 p.m. Schlagerzeit (Tolstoy’s Anemic) Doo-Dooettes 



  

 

04/19/22   
02:09 a.m. Phenomenal Luciferin Naoki Zushi 
12:41 p.m. Que Sera Mi Vida The Gibson Brothers 
01:36 p.m. The Fall of Saigon This Heat 
03:03 p.m. As High as You Can Go The Chameleons 
06:22 p.m. No More Tears (Enough Is Enough) Donna Summer 
08:45 p.m. War Sucks The Red Crayola 
08:49 p.m. Miss You The Rolling Stones 
08:58 p.m. Terry Riley In Rome (for Terry Riley) Tom Recchion 
09:07 p.m. Syncope (feat. Gabi) Steve Hauschildt 
09:14 p.m. La Dolce Vita Sparks 
09:22 p.m. Flashing Goblin 
09:27 p.m. Sex Machine Joe Potts 
10:29 p.m. (Take These) Chains Judas Priest 
10:32 p.m. Animal Man Kim Fowley 
10:35 p.m. The Invisible Guests King Diamond 
10:44 p.m. Come Into my World Kylie Minogue 
10:49 p.m. Who is the Hunter Liars 
10:54 p.m. House of Broken Hogs NASA Space Universe 
10:58 p.m. Like a Hurricane Neil Young 
11:08 p.m. Sub-Culture8 New Order 
11:12 p.m. T.V.O.D. The Normal 
11:16 p.m. Speed Atari Teenage Riot 
11:24 p.m. Pseudo-Intellectual Redd Kross 
11:27 p.m. Collapsing New People Fad Gadget 
11:31 p.m. The Fly David Axelrod 
11:36 p.m. Frankenstein Extended Organ 
11:45 p.m. (Not Adam) Foetus 
04/20/22   
09:47 a.m. Starless King Crimson 
10:00 a.m. Don’t Talk to Sociologists Art-Language/Red Krayola 
10:03 a.m. Whirlwind Roxy Music 
10:18 a.m. Tape Kebab Can 
10:31 a.m. Voulez-Vous Abba 
10:38 a.m. Suicide King White Flag 
10:42 a.m. Warp Engines – Part II William Leavitt 
12:07 p.m. Leave Me Be The Zombies 
12:46 p.m. Live at Mark Moore Gallery Airway 
01:40 p.m. 777-9311 The Time 
01:46 p.m. The View Lou Reed & Metallica 
01:49 p.m. Return to Whatever Saws 
02:27 p.m. This Ain’t Havana Ramones 
02:30 p.m. I Turn My Face to the Forest Floor Gravenhurst 
02:39 p.m. Dark Entries Bauhaus 
02:52 p.m. Don’t Neil Cicierega 
02:57 p.m. Mad Pierrot Yellow Magic Orchestra 
03:31 p.m. Situation Tom Jones 
04:34 p.m. I Just Want You to Stay Fennesz/Jim O’Rourke 
05:32 p.m. History of A.A. Tony Conrad/Barnes/Mattin 
06:47 p.m. Turn to Stone Electric Light Orchestra 
07:03 p.m. Phosphene Deathspell Omega 
07:28 p.m. Meadow Meal Faust 
11:00 p.m. Falling Animals Steve Thomsen 

 
8 Really meant “Dub Vulture” but in my mind said “Sub-Culture” 



  

 

11:53 p.m. Martyr Nels Cline 
04/21/22   
10:28 a.m. Memories Public Image Limited 
10:35 a.m. Stop! In the Name of Love The Supremes 
10:46 a.m. Live at LACE, Part One Airway 
12:00 p.m. Cowboys In Cuba Chris & Cosey 
12:49 p.m. Live Like an Angel Venom 
12:55 p.m. Feel My Love Vaughn Mason/Butch Dayo 
01:07 p.m. Liminality Fennesz 
01:32 p.m. Orgonon Gurlz Neil Cicierega 
01:37 p.m. Twilight of the Dreamboats Chas Smith 
02:11 p.m. Forever Young Sparks 
06:33 p.m. This House is Condemned Pulp 
07:18 p.m. Medussa Sweet 
07:24 p.m. Halfway to a Threeway Jim O’Rourke 
04/22/22   
11:04 a.m. (Take These) Chains Judas Priest 
12:03 p.m. Eventually Ornette Coleman 
12:32 p.m. Dollar Bill NASA Space Universe 
12:35 p.m. Sleep This Heat 
12:39 p.m. Mike on the Road Myrow/Seagrave 
12:40 p.m. House Music All Night Long Jarv Is… 
12:46 p.m. Rowdy Karp 
12:52 p.m. Sukothai (1977) Carl Stone 
01:06 p.m. Six Bells Chime Crime & The City Solution 
01:13 p.m. BLOODY STREAM Coda 
01:19 p.m. Get It Together The Amazements 
01:53 p.m. シーモアバトル Nobuo Uematsu 

06:28 p.m. siisx Sakamoto/Noto 
11:12 p.m. Echo Waves Manuel Göttsching 
11:17 p.m. If I Had An Exorcism The Melvins 
11:21 p.m. Outro for Cell-Scape Melt-Banana 
11:43 p.m. Uglier Redd Kross 
11:48 p.m. S&M Party Red Cross 
11:51 p.m. Refrigerator Heaven Alice Cooper 
04/23/22   
09:59 a.m. My Other Voice Sparks 
10:07 a.m. Virginal I Tim Hecker 
10:13 a.m. Abandoned Cities Harold Budd 
11:00 a.m. Nothing Ever Happened Deerhunter 
12:26 p.m. I Am the Resurrection The Stone Roses 
12:30 p.m. Violent Memories Hair Stylistics 
01:11 p.m. Wake Up Screaming White Flag 
01:16 p.m. Glass Dagger White Flag 
01:18 p.m. Its Not Unusual Tom Jones 
01:21 p.m. Computer World Kraftwerk 
02:40 p.m. Interesting Jewelry Dinosaurs With Horns 
03:20 p.m. Voci Dal Nulla Fabio Frizzi 
03:49 p.m. Pink Piece of Peace Redd Kross 
04:13 p.m. Half Animal, Half Insane Wolf Eyes 
04:52 p.m. Fantasy Meiko Nakahara 
09:01 p.m. Forget Me Nots Patrice Rushen 
04/24/22   
10:34 a.m. We Are Water HEALTH 
10:47 a.m. Sky Turned Red Henry Flynt 



  

 

10:50 a.m. Up Against the Wall Motherfuckers The Icarus Line 
10:55 a.m. Black Magic Jarvis Cocker 
10:59 a.m. Starlit Mire Psychic TV 
11:19 a.m. You Better Stay Away From Downtown Redd Kross 
11:33 a.m. Reinforcements Sparks 
11:37 a.m. Bon Voyage Sparks 
11:42 a.m. Bubblegum Kim Fowley 
11:45 a.m. Nurser Laddio Bolocko 
11:47 a.m. Tenderloin Blue Öyster Cult 
12:01 p.m. Let Me Drown Soundgarden 
12:04 p.m. Pig Sweat Pussy Galore 
12:06 p.m. Don’t Talk To Sociologists Art-Language/Red Krayola 
12:08 p.m. Death At The Budokan Hair Stylistics 
12:15 p.m. Boogie Night Of the Living Dead Hair Stylistics 
12:31 p.m. So Young9 Suede 
12:32 p.m. A Sweeping Parade of Optimism-Blood Streak The Original Silence 
12:56 p.m. City Kids Pink Fairies 
01:03 p.m. Money, Money, Money Abba 
01:07 p.m. My Old School Steely Dan 
01:14 p.m. Poppy Nogood and the Phantom Band Terry Riley 
01:36 p.m. When It’s Over Wipers 
01:45 p.m. I Hate You All So Much (side 2) Extended Organ 
01:53 p.m. No. 1 Against the Rush Liars 
01:59 p.m. Love My Way The Psychedelic Furs 
02:12 p.m. Flare Boris 
02:21 p.m. Energy Fools The Magician Brian Eno 
02:24 p.m. By This River Brian Eno 
02:30 p.m. Can Can’t Bpeople 
02:41 p.m. Julie With… Brian Eno 
02:47 p.m. Figli Carl Stone 
02:57 p.m. Supernature Cerrone 
03:02 p.m. MG-Megatron Chu Ishikawa 
03:11 p.m. Memory Gongs Harold Budd/Cocteau Twins 
03:19 p.m. Today Talk Talk 
03:20 p.m. The Syncopated Cat Rick Potts 
03:56 p.m. Joan of Arc The Melvins 
03:59 p.m. The Kicking Machine The Melvins 
04:26 p.m. Ol’e Nessie Mastodon 
09:51 p.m. Agartha Sunn O))) 
10:50 p.m. VBS.Redlof.B AFX 
04/25/22   
10:10 a.m. M Path Steve Hauschildt 
10:20 a.m. Dissolvi Steve Hauschildt 
02:15 p.m. Born Under Punches Talking Heads 
02:33 p.m. Ipacial Selection Autechre 
03:20 p.m. Fuzzy Sun Jim O’Rourke 
03:25 p.m. Zombies (Ghoast Dance) Magma 
03:35 p.m. NN End (with Rudolph Grey) Mars 
05:54 p.m. Cinderella’s Big Score Sonic Youth 
09:06 p.m. A Person Isn’t Safe Anymore These Days The Chameleons 
04/26/22   
01:13 a.m. Break Into Your Heart Iggy Pop 
11:09 a.m. Float My Boat Fenn O’Berg 

 
9 A “true shuffle”. 



  

 

11:26 a.m. Peg Steely Dan 
12:16 p.m. Shanty Town Kelley/McCarthy/Nakahara 
12:29 p.m. Sorrow of the Ancients Crebain 
12:35 p.m. The Fly David Axelrod 
12:40 p.m. Laugh Track Unwound 
01:28 p.m. Trona Ulrich Krieger 
02:09 p.m. Don’t Leave Me Alone With Her Sparks 
11:25 p.m. I’m A Body Nü Sensae 
11:29 p.m. We Kiss Psychic TV 
11:33 p.m. Time Marches On Foetus 
11:36 p.m. Take it Outside Godboy Foetus 
11:42 p.m. 3 Cannibal 
11:58 p.m. Blind Date John Duncan 
04/27/22   
01:30 p.m. Pacific Coast Highway Sonic Youth 
01:40 p.m. My New House (the Fall) Sonic Youth 
01:49 p.m. Disney’s Dream Debased10 The Fall 
01:54 p.m. Impression of J. Temperance The Fall 
01:59 p.m. Elves11 The Fall 
02:08 p.m. Headcanon 2005-2015 I: Spectre Visualization 

(for Convolutional Neural Network) 
Alan S. Tofghi 

02:26 p.m. Doomsday Afternoon Joe Potts/Rick Potts 
08:03 p.m. (When I Kiss You) I Hear Charlie Parker Playing Sparks 
08:50 p.m. Industrial Band Culturcide 
08:54 p.m. Symptom of the Universe Black Sabbath 
09:00 p.m. Tour de France Etape 3 Kraftwerk 
09:19 p.m. Portal Kode 9 
10:58 p.m. The Sentinel Judas Priest 
11:05 p.m. Naitons Prosperity G.I.S.M. 
11:12 p.m. Ice Age Joy Division 
11:15 p.m. amazon The Melvins 
11:18 p.m. Understand Me Pussy Galore 
11:28 p.m. All Your Love Jim O’Rourke 
11:42 p.m. Joyriders Pulp 
11:47 p.m. To Parter Butthole Surfers 
11:53 p.m. Best Neil Cicierega 
11:58 p.m. Adorno Deerhunter 
04/28/22   
12:37 p.m. Japanese Super Heroes Le Forte Four 
12:41 p.m. Horizontal Hold This Heat 
01:07 p.m. Walpurgisnacht John Duncan 
01:29 p.m. In a Better World Screamers 
01:36 p.m. Fish Stephanie Cheng Smith 
04/29/22   
05:39 p.m. Computer Love Kraftwerk 
05:59 p.m. Mask Maker Liars 
04/30/22   
04:12 p.m. The Classical The Fall 
06:12 p.m. Wings The Fall 
11:41 p.m. ココナッツの片思い Meiko Nakahara 

11:53 p.m. We Are Water HEALTH 
11:59 p.m. Drowning In Water Extended Organ 

 
10 Some files off The Wonderful and frightening World of The Fall are mislabeled, song is actually “2X4” 
11 Mislabeled, song is actually “C.R.E.E.P.” 



  

 

05/01/22   
04:03 p.m. Mad Pierrot Yello Magic Orchestra 
05/03/22   
04:25 p.m. CRAZY NOISY BIZARRE TOWN THE DU 
05/04/22   
12:54 p.m. Atomic Blondie 
03:14 p.m. Gigolos Get Lonely Too The Time 
06:29 p.m. Water Torture Foetus 
06:33 p.m. Satan Place Foetus 
06:37 p.m. (not adam) Foetus 
06:42 p.m. Saturday Night Live Hair Stylistics/John Wiese 
07:03 p.m.  Oh Yeah Can 
05/05/11   
04:30 p.m. No. 1 Against the Rush Liars 
05/06/22   
04:48 p.m. _29 Mark Trayle 
04:57 p.m. Warp Engines – Part II William Leavitt 
06:27 p.m. King’s Lead Hat Brian Eno 
05/07/22   
10:32 a.m. Fluorescences Stereolab 
10:36 a.m. Snatch and Grab Peril 
10:40 a.m. The Snake Pink Fairies 
04:03 p.m. This Extended Organ 
   
   
   

 

  



  

 

CC’D (04/04/13-05/0722) 

This game occurs when observed, relayed, or perceived events of curious statistical interest 

occurs. Date, time, location, and actors are notated when necessary. Often, I am too in the 

moment and not so interested from interrupting a conversation or dropping everything to 

make a note. Given this, hard details are estimated to the highest accuracy possible12.  

  

The bits of paper & bits of data have a habit of getting lost, attached are the available 

results. 

  

 
12 There was a specific few months in 2020 where someone I was talking to ended up 
correlating with a series of events relating to their country of origin which I had prior not 
thought about too much outside the framework of Northern European Hardcore Punk, it is 
largely distracting so has been edited out and accounts for a gap in the timeframe. 



  

 

04/04/13  

02:23 a.m. VH1 Feuds in on, saw Roger Ebert feud. They pull up an image of him and I 
say, “oh man he looks near dead”, wake up that day to find out he died. 

04/07/13  

02:00 p.m. Taking with LD in parking lot they are saying “You can hear the sounds of the 
panic of the world” in regard to the autistic people I am working with, as this 
happens I am standing on the words “Spectrum”. 

  

08:31 a.m. Radio talking about Roy Orbison while looking for Roy Street. 

04/08/13  

05:10 p.m. RTM forgot phone so left late. Passed by very fresh accident on freeway. 

04/12/13  

08:34 a.m. Reading Crash p. 209 "I held Catherine's hands" soon as I read that hear 
someone playing the Beatles I Want to Hold Your Hand. 

04/26/13  

01:05 p.m. Thinking about researching bees & relation to Hellenistic Greece for next 
animation. Flipping through the channels and a show in CH 5 about Famers 
is on bee farmers, it is called Artisan Careers. 

04/28/13  

04:11 p.m. Hanging with VA they drop their Medical Card, I hand it to them, as soon as I 
do a couple walking by reeking of green passes by. 

05/02/13  

08:17 p.m. MV tells me during astral projection the sound of a turbine is present during 
the leaving of body. Found out right after the writing on my Burroughs CC. 

05/13/113  

03:17 p.m. Reading Borges The Secret Miracle, a new is mentioned with an in changing 
shadow as time has stopped. 

05/20/13  

Time Lost RTM and DT show me footage of a UFO they just saw on tupelo. This was 
after I tried a game of “channeling” them via dreammachine a la Parsons. 

05/22/13  

Time Lost Right after r finishing a dream machine session J-PM calls me telling them 
about a very visceral/lucid/ritualistic dream about wolves. 

06/07/13  

Time Lost Had some sort of dream about Richard Ramirez. Woke up and saw FB post 
by DEGS about his death. 

07/09/13  

Multiple Talking to my uncle about Djinn and Sufism, he is oddly vocal about this and 
Persian scrying techniques, tells me it is banned, later reading Cosmic 
Trigger and Djin come up repeatedly. 
 
Later in the Day is when I see GZA and Devo at the Natural History Museum. 
I have been practicing Scrying and have gotten good at staring without 
blinking/breaking eye contact. MG and I meet up and watch GZA perform 
Liquid Swords in its entirety. I am unknowingly moving my head and not 
breaking eye contact with GZA, after a certain point he exclaims “Hey Fuck 
you, fuck you motherfucker!” and I snap out of it realizing he is talking to me. 
He then says, “Some of you think I am out of my element, I’m going to show 
you how in my element I really am!” GZA jumps into the crowd and everyone 
goes nuts trying to get in on the mic. I feel weird the whole time but in 
retrospect felt bad I Psyched him out because I love GZA. 

07/04/13  



  

 

04:02 a.m. After a SG and reading about out of body visitation. I see a green scrap of 
paper shaped like a heart on my bed. 

Spring 14  

 Talking with LP about: Robot car, Love is the next step to development, Mars 
colonization, Shetland Ponies, all these appear daily. Also, Matthew Valdez 
Stalking and he does. At some point he sneaks up and fights me in street. 
 
At some point LP, JP-M, and I all got sleep paralysis the same night. 

06/26/14  

Multiple Keep hearing “Bobby Womack” in my head, find out he died the next day. 

06/25/15  

2:33 a.m. Reading Sarah Thornton Seven Days in the Artworld, referenced Edward 
Scissorhands & Valencia.  Turn on TV, IFC is playing Edward Scissorhands. 

07/14/15  

05:40 p.m. Telling RTM about Alex Laura Owens CC’d shrek car13 

10/12/19  

Time Lost Felt compelled to read the entirety of John Giorno Subduing Demons In 
America. I do then go to bed. Wake up to find out John Giorno Died. 

04/10/20  

 MK on TPW mentioned LULU, references made nonstop. 

04/26/20  

 5:21 Synchronicity sold to MO sold to a town named Dallas, Nobody video 
filmed in Kansas ciry  
 
Thinking of Lindsey and get a email from hulu for haloann. 

06/04/20  

Time Lost Going to release my EVP album collaborating with m Dad, but I decide to 
wait a month for my Birthday since I thik it would be funnier on July 4 th.Flash 
forward to July I begin to see lots of articles about Aki Onda’s ghost collab 
album with Nam June Paik, which was released June 5th with a much more 
famous ghost You live and you learn. 

06/19/20  

01:38 p.m. On goodreads and see Steve Feigenbaum of Cuneiform Records is on there. 
Pick up Gleick’s Chaos and the essay is on Feigenbaum. 

06/25/20  

Multiple Match with someone calling themselves an android. I ask if android part is a 
bit, they say no, confirming an android I guess. 38th anniversary of Blade 
Runner on this day. 

  

06/27/20 Go to GEL’s birthday. Get asked about Rokos basilisk before I leave. More 
from the android match. 

07/27/20  

Multiple Kept hearing GTO “girls together outrageously” in head yesterday. Find out 
“Miss Mercy” Fortenot died today. 

10/18/20  

Multiple Listening to John Duncan’s The Nazca Transmissions a day or two ago. 
Reports of new funny looking Nazca Line of cat reported. 

10/19/20  

03:12 p.m. Listening to John Maus Live in Paris. on IG see inzane Johnny rejected 
meme for John Maus, a crying guy in a subway, pretty funny. 

 
13 No idea what this is referring to 



  

 

12/02/20  

02:37 a.m. listening to Tom Recchion’s Chaotica saw “are you winning son” meme with 
abraxas. Few mins later Abraxas organization appear in Programmed to Kill. 

12/11/20  

01:27 pm Thinking about the Hodel Black Dahlia/zodiac book and taking to AOL about 
HACCEP and Fenn treasure being solved saying nothing else left but the 
zodiac cipher. Announced as solved shortly after. 

12/19/20 
 

RTM says she watched Wizard of Oz I explain how its related to conspiracy, 
asks which so focus on Eyes Wide Sht. Then later sprain tweet they are 
watching it. Later around 12:30 am see Loren Coleman retweet kubrology 
and his own post about corn maze and see photo of wizard of oz. 

12/20/20  

10:33 p.m. KR posts a Lancelot Link image on IG and now see another in Shit Record 
Covers. 

12/21/20  

Multiple Woke up 9:23 microwave was at :23 it’s the winter solstice and the patches 
horse vid is $4.23 for the cheeseburger. 

12/22/20  

09:13 a.m. Woke up Gmail was was 23 unread messages. 

12/26/20  

Multiple Article about josh art net on the guardian emphasizing published on the 23 
Later message back at 4:23. 

12/31/20  

01:43 p.m. Thinking about MF doom. Doom’s death reported but was on Halloween . 

01/18/21  

07:23 a.m. Finished watching KLF video notice the time is funny. 

01/29/21  

Time Lost Inexplicably watched SOPHIE’’s Faceshopping and a few vids of the early 
singles. Next day find out SOPHIE died. 

03/15/21  

12:19 p.m. got a scam call from NORTHRUP GRUMMA this is after I just read about 
Betty Northrup. 

04/11/21  

Multiple Send vid of mouth machine/homunculus coughing to GL an AS 
Then on FB on weird instrument tribe a post about musical automata 
instruments such as Joseph Farber’s Euphonia. 

04/30/21  

10:53 pm  Was doing some black mirror for the first time at 10:23 PM and noticed if you 
stare at the eyes the eyes go black and soon everything else does. Just 
checked LPOTL and it’s on black eye kids. t’s also Walpurgisnacht. 

05/01/21  

12:23 a.m. Doing dream experiment and thinking of AMV. Wake up to throat closed up 
and breathing gets strained, 

  

01:23 a.m. 
 

Wake up and I check my phone notification. I open T and there is someone 
named L who is 38, blonde, and saying she is into astrology and Jungian 
analysis suspiciously to much like the L in my past 

05/02/21  

05:23 p.m. 
 

Doing mirror dream and at 5:23p.m. a blinding white flash as power comes 
back on apparently it went out when I was napping 

05/08/21  



  

 

04:08 p.m. Episode drops where I reference the Kickstarter potato salad as a scam we 
should pull. Later see that wavywebsurf posted a video on it. Also swear he 
already did one on it  

  

05:09 p.m. XBXRX page posts O EP. Earlier that day I filmed vid mentioning it. 

  

09:22 p.m. Think about VV liking my post two mins ago and see he did 2 mins ago  

04/25/21  

04:20 a.m. 
 

Set alarm for 4:10 a.m. so I could catch the eclipse, but it accidentally set to 
PM. still managed to wake up as if I had the alarm though. 

05/29/21  

12:20-
12:21 a.m. 

Midnight walk thinking of AMV. Get to Circle K, lots of trouble getting cards to 
work. Hear it’s Always Sunny on TV (an AMV favorite) I go to register I notice 
a debit card on floor and report it. A very not sunny thing to do.  

  

03:50- 
04:18 p.m. 

Bought The Cure Pornography at voodoo vinyl. Got back home realized it 
was priced at $23, a good deal. 

  

06:23 PM Ordered new moon, was ready at 6:23 as opposed to the 15 mins later they 
said. Very rare occasion. 

05/30/21  

12:00-
12:33 a.m. 
 

Midnight walk. Go to circle k buy lotto tickets. Machine gets stuck, I wait one 
of my things is 23 on quick pick. Also noticed 23 first on crosswalk there and 
24/23 on back. Walking back thought I saw a shadowy figure run across in 
front, not a tweaker, all the stranger. 

  

03:57 p.m. talked to KR on phone earlier today. Lots about black mirror and John Dee. 
Texts me a photo of a painting of a black mirror w hands inside it. I save it. 

06/04/21  

12:31 p.m. Was thinking about the culture hub residency appplicaion last night and got 
rejection email today. Time zone, etc. 

07/23/21  

Multiple Been joking to everyone that im going to spam my credit card DNA album 
which releases on the 23rd to Peter Rehberg to get on Mego. Wake up find 
out he died that day. 

12/12/21  

Time Lost Reading about Zbigniew Karkowski going to Peru for shaman for cancer 
treatment earlier today. Was unknowingly the anniversary of his death. 
 
Ash got all weird like a cat and or seal and sat on lap while I read the whole 
obituary. Wondered if ash or other dogs would dig Zbigniew. 

12/15/21  

Multiple Thinking of LP today and hoping their okay. Then see a sale on track 13 and 
look at the Frozen Walt price. Too much at the moment to buy fir LP sadly. 
Later talking to DL about EA being a cult and all rich kids who drive their 
friend to suicide.  

12/20/21  

03:26 p.m. Phone falls, pick up, saw messages says I messaged back DL 23 hours ago.  

  

07:23 p.m. Reading Programmed to Kill blue Osiris shirt in bed,Charlie horse blanket & 
pile of books in periphery. Reading about Joe lone Lucas staring crime doing 
LSD know it’s a DJV say to myself it’s prob a 23 look at the time and it is. 

12/22/21  



  

 

09:00 a.m. 
 

Synchromystic vid on Crowley brings up Crowley image and shows John 
Lennon’s face on screen immediately after. Then receive notification of 
Quora email about John Lennon on top of screen. 

  

01/02/22  

Multiple Around 2 a.m. reading about John Dee and the race for alchemists to make 
gold and how its all a quick scam In Jason Louv’s book. I say in my head 
“this is just like NFTs”. later in the morning I go on IG and see Jason Louv 
posts a John Dee NFT. 

  

08:56 a.m. On IG a guy has a giant lens and uses a fog machine to show how light 
focuses on a point. They then put a rock in front, it then begins to burn they 
say “you can now see where it melts and that point turns to obsidian”. 

01/08/22  

11:30 p.m. On TA’s page & see post about Cal Tech right after finishing application. 

01/18/22  

 After inexplicably odd delays from SAmodular, the Buchla kits ordered in 
December will arrive today. I am hoping that this will be me finally breaking 
even and selling Buchla synths full time. Before the mail arrives, TipTop 
audio announces a partnership with Buchla & making reproductions at the 
prices of $399 which I can’t compete with. 

01/20/22  

Multiple Yesterday: In the box of CDs from FN I see a To Live and Shave In LA cd 
and am excited. I read the credits and just focus more on Tom Smiths name. 
today I see Thurston Moore post Tom Smith died 

01/23/22  

10:36 p.m. 
 

on FB and see Brian Turner post about R. dean Taylor, the Ghost In My 
House Writer. Turns out he died yesterday. Was thinking about the song a lot 
yesterday both versions and how the PLL Buchla card I was working on 
sounded like the guitar in The Fall version 

01/31/22  

Multiple On FB earlier and it recommend if I knew CM then on IG an hour or so later 
and said notification that CM and or GDwanted to send a message to 
MOTOR. Reminder I need to log out since I was fired. 

02/12/22  

07:13 p.m. Earlier today or yesterday I remember that I was friended by MM. LP saw 
and was mad and weirdly jealous and just kept making fun of MM. Later on T 
I see MM and we match. Or I could be remembering backwards. 

02/18/22  

 Reading Trance Formation and it’s the part about Reagan and jelly beans. 
Thinking about LP and how she thought LM was my handler. Then listening 
to LPOTL about MK and the use of magicians and hypnotists and how LM 
explains to see how if someone is susceptible. Then mom comes back with 
two big boxes of jellybeans from LM. I try to summarize as a joke but hard to 
do. 

  

05:14 p.m. Reading Trance-Formation of America bottom of page 148 reads “Your on 
the other side of the black mirror now”. 

02/19/22  

02:04 p.m. 
 

See on IG Kim Gordon posts Dan graham died. Earlier today before 
Mannlicher Carcano I think about the page in the Dan graham book last night 
when working on NSU think about The dan graham manga where Kim 
Gordon says Theres no Sonic Youth without Dan graham.  I think about 
making a very NoEarthquake tweet don’t tell me about the anime if you 



  

 

haven’t read the manga Then earlier in day after shower think about Dan 
graham Rodney graham interview. 

02/20/22  

11:28 a.m. In retrospect: Was cleaning the house thinking about the Bas Jan piece AOL 
wanted to do and how I still thought it was great. Also thought about the light 
react to sound piece, next morning AOL calls about how to do the light piece. 
Suggest relays.  I am relieved that we are one good terms. 

03/07/22  

05:12 p.m. Brushing hair in front of mirror thinking about making joke post like “fan of 
synchromysticism & cryptofascism rejoice!” look to see my phone and at that 
moment get email from another person who found out I have The James 
Shelby Downward Synchromystic Audio files 

  

09:39 p.m. Calling KR back about Ideadeath stuff/tollbooth samples. MA sends Phantom 
Tollbooth” Don’t Say There’s Nothing to do in the Doldrums”. 

03/16/22  

11:26 p.m. DL texts that Kanye should have collaborated w ariel pink instead of Marilyn 
Manson. I almost counter “He should have collaborated with Boyd Rice” 
11:33 p.m. go online and see Boyd posted about defending Marilyn Manson 
6 mins prior. DL sends screenshot 

03/17/22  

Multiple Emailing J-PM about building a synth or interface for them. JP says, “I am 
always wishing for a system that constantly mutates by itself lately I have 
been thinking about audio versions of Terence McKenna’s “Self-
Transforming Machine Elves.” Very funny as the day before I was working 
with SB on their Soundtrack and SB said “Oh! Yes Machines Elves keep 
doing that”. Told JP to their reply: “The Rise of the Machine Elves!” 

03/19/22  

Time Lost Reading about Manly P. Hall, (mainly trying to find out about the pudding 
anecdote) yesterday find out that was on his birthday 

03/20/22  

05:21 p.m. 
 

I was thinking inexplicably about Snow’s collab w Daddy Yankee then see 
that Daddy Yankee is retiring. 

03/25/22  

Time Lost 
 

Trying to think of person on Touch records who did turntabling. Thought it was John 
Fell Ryan. Was Philip Jeck who died that day. 

03/29/22  

12:04 p.m. In shower thinking Jacob Hill14 needs to pay for breaking my phone and/or 
my serge easel better sell or I can’t go to show in Ireland. Get out of shower 
~12:10 p.m. see it sold on reverb 11:45 am. 

04/01/22  

11:20 a.m. 
 

Thought about buying new SY TLR release See it is a billboard hit at 12:03 
pm on Thurston’s IG. 

04/05/22  

03:09 p.m. Talking to KR on phone trying to design KONX OM POX PCB in eagle. KR is 
in the Rite Aid and I can hear the intercom say “Alan to the front please” we 
laugh and KR hangs up to check out. 

  

 
14 After we played a show at Permanent Records Roadhouse KR and I go to hang out at ZZ’s. Jacob Hill shows 

up, gets blackout drunk, pulls KR hair, and repeatedly punches me in the crotch breaking my phone in the 

process. I then have to postpone all my plans including my solo show at The Horse in Dublin since I can’t afford 

to fix my phone and travel. This also blows a huge synth sale which can only be conducted via phone. KR says 

Jacob will pay for it, but when pressed denies getting drunk and refuses to pay. I say fine hell get in a car crash. 



  

 

03:11 p.m. KR calls back and says, guess who they called after I say “KEVIN” KR says 
yup. I laugh and say DUUUUUUUUDE . 

  

06:08 p.m. KR calls but I don’t pick up since I need to use my phone as a light to build 
the synth. KR texts” the person who approved cutting y barbers hair cutting 
license that I saw hanging on the wall was … ALAN MURPHY”  

04/08/22  

02:04 a.m. Get notebook to make a new SG, open it up and it’s a age with two of the SG 
I need, I take them. Also take pen out of bag it is the one from when DS 
appeared at CalArts out of the blue. Tip is not there, total ink. 

04/11/22  

1:06 a.m. Thinking about black budget mind control experimentation earlier in the day. 
Now reading Eve Babitz Eve’s Hollywod. Chapter is “New York Confidential” 
see Walter Bowart’s name, very familiar yet hazy like most names Eve 
mentions finish Chapter at 01:05 Google him, he wrote Operation Mind 
Control and was friends with Robert Guffey. 

04/13/22  

Time Lost Felt pretty apocalyptic yesterday so did not work on the Goth Buchla even 
though the final parts arrived. I finish it today. I go on IG and see Shastacults 
post that Behringer cloned the Easel. Its true & selling for $399. I’m doomed, 
financially. 

  

12:35 p.m. In car with DT, he is playing that Harry Styles song that LP did in that post 
earlier, strange as it is out of character for both of them. 

04/18/22  

11:43 p.m. On phone with KR says that “I know it’s a sore subject but thought you may 
want to hear” and he says Jacob Hill got in a car crash. I say yeah of course 
he did maybe now he’ll pay my phone repair bill. Earlier that day was thinking 
would sure be easier if I had that $300 in my account the he refuses to pay. 

04/19/22  

12:43 a.m. Earlier in the day was thinking about G. Gordon Liddy’s weird B acting 
Career. KR calls me later in day at 12:43 tells me that SUPER FORCE came 
in the mail and it’s a fucked-up action show where G. Gordon Liddy is playing 
a villain called Satori. Very B. 

  

Multiple Was thinking about Sweet Movie and Otto Muehl yesterday and how his 
death was not talked about. Thought huh Nitsch Really will be the most 
respected of them all when memorialized. Wake up and see he Hermann 
Nitsch passed. 

  

07:07 p.m. Talking with RTM, they are saying how they have all sorts of games they play 
to pass time and keep their mind sharp. I laugh and say its like my dumb 
games for this journal, and that must be where I get it from. 

04/25/22  

03:48 p.m. Thinking about Harlan’s speech in Videodrome then 03:49 on IG see in 
discovery page the MUBI IG posted that test screening review of Videodrome 
that says “IT SUCKED” still pretty funny. 

04/28/22  

11:47 p.m. RTM and I get in car to get box to ship my show, discussing the size. An 
amazon delivery driver pulls up next door with a box that is perfect. We both 
kind of look at each other RTM says: that’s the kind we need, like the picture 
image in the mind of a box, I joke the platonic Ideal of a box. 

  



  

 

07:20 p.m. In car with RTM, joking how I will never pay back my loans even if I could, car 
right in front of us is then a car with a CalArts sticker. Point it out and laugh. 

05/02/22  

08:25 a.m. Last night was thinking that I should cancel my order of the Anabrid Analog 
Computer preorder and that Culture hustle better email back about my refund 
or I will be too broke for my trip. Wake up and see email that the Anabrid has 
shipped, and culture hustle is trying to avoid giving me a refund for their 
scam awful “vanta black” paint. 

05/04/22  

01:44 am. Reading Believing In Bits, chapter is on games. I think that I should probably 
sell Drakengard for some quick cash, then it mentions Nier, which I never 
played but GEL mentioned they made Drakengard which is why it is worth a 
good chunk of change now. 

  

08:34 p.m. See RTM checking the channels. Pride & Prejudice is on, I say t was one of 
LP’s favorites and mention how earlier I was thinking of rewatching it and 
how when we saw it I fell asleep and was a jerk. 

05/10/22  

04:30 a.m. Wake up feeling need to work, I beat the jet lag which. MW comes over and 
says that he thinks he absorbed my jet lag and woke up at 4:30. We laugh 

08:18 p.m. Find and replace to formalize “Time Lost” 23 changes were made. 

05/11/22  

01:59 a.m. JF posts about Dagda, two days prior Dagda comes up in in Believing In Bits 
as around hour or so before landing in Ireland. Other dagda but forgot too  

 
  



  

 

DJV CC’D (05/24/12-05/07/22) 

This game is filed under what is described as déjà vu. These events, “seen prior” in some 

form are unknown until they happen or are about to happen. When realized the retracing of 

events and their realization, and sometimes further annotation are logged. As with 

AHUFFLE & CC’D events are notated to the best of my ability RE accuracy, place, time, and 

actors. the bits of paper & bits of data have a habit of getting lost, attached are the available 

results. 

  



  

 

05/24/12  

Multiple 3 DJV in same day, but already forgot. 

05/25/12  

11:02 p.m. DJV celluloid in Cinema Paradiso inglorious basterds15 

  

11:36 p.m. Flipping through channels Anchor man is on it is the part where he says, 
“milk was a bad choice”. 

05/28/12  

11:51 p.m. Practicing guitar while flipping channels, I Had a Dream Joe – Nick Cave 
and the Bad Seeds playing. 30 rock on in background “daddy bear” part Liz 
eats Cheerios while helping a crying Matt Damon realize all a DJV. 

06/05/12  

04:19 p.m. In room, Futurama is on, the part with the chess computer, except I didn't 
and I watched the end in living room in reality as opposed to the DJV 

06/02/12  

06:15 a.m. Reading on phone about person learning guitar and noise, Mexican News is 
on. 

06/14/12  

Time Lost Arizona, outside the Tempe house with a 40, in dream it looked like 
Womenzz O’Crenshaw but it wasn't. Did not know nautical Almanac at time 
of original dream. 

06/15/12  

Time Lost Tempe poolside BBQ also had dream where I returned to the nick cave 
Jurassic park with al. 

06/17/12  

08:45 a.m. In bathroom finishing iPhone photo clean of doubles to have more storage 
on tour. thinking of all the things to do. 

06/18/12  

Time Lost Sitting on sidewalk with two guys talking about Duane Dennison. I say he 
stopped using Travis Bean’s on Blue and used a Honda but meant Kramer. I 
then describe early aluminum Kramers. 

  

Time Lost KH and I are watching and filming Cop Warmth. 

  

Time Lost In Rob’s living room they just smoked out. After that constant realization of 
what I thought to be before as a weird redecorated Val Verde houses with 
paintings all over but was some punk house in Houston. 

06/20/12  

Time Lost 3 all in that restaurant bar NSU played at in Atlanta. 

06/21/12  

06:54 p.m. Richmond VA, selling merch. a couple complaining it’s all Japanese bands.  

  

07:08 p.m. See someone with giant Boston Strangler tattoo on her neck and the 
Interviewer (forgot name) is hiding in the doorway as Slugs play. 

06/22/12  

07:10 a.m. Brooklyn, something outside Adam’s house, forgot. 

  

06:58 p.m. Outside Brooklyn venue meeting, Eric called Punkle Tom. 

  

07:34 p.m. Back at A’s apartment, they are all showing KH Lil B Vids, he is bewildered. 

06/23/12  

 
15 Not entirely sure what this is reffereing to that I saw. 



  

 

11:08 p.m. Entering NYC, stuck on bridge for 58 mins. they’re saying that there is an 
electrical burn in toll booth, JC is scratching his head. 

06/25/12  

Time Lost KR and I are walking around NY mention DS and the stalker girl that 
followed him after the zine fest. 

  

Time Lost DJV before we get out of the Graveyard subway, and one after L station. 

06/26/12  

01:22 p.m. Saying “like home” walking back market in Philly with PK . 

06/27/12  

01:41 a.m. Another in Columbus talking with JC in bar and I say excuse me. We end up 
talking to guy about No New York. 

01/24/14  

09:11 p.m. LP is at sink, talking to her about how crazy and dangerous Matt Valdez is. 

04/10/14  

08:22 p.m. In car driving to Portland, Ramones is playing. Trying to remember Ritchie 
Ramones name while worrying if LP is ending it. realize a DJV. 

07/21/14  

05:00 p.m. Watching Wu-Tang hologram of ODB and VA saying “I don’t support that 
shit” wearing a cat shirt that says cat momma. I am very sad about LP. I saw 
it all coming apparently. 

06/28/15  

05:35 p.m. Reading Seven Days In the Art World, ominous feeling ominous, I look at my 
feet where I see the sheets are undone by my left foot, realize a DJV. 

07/18/15  

10:09 p.m. Call with LP, I say goodnight and I love you. Think about the hamster after. 

07/24/15  

11:40 a.m. Tried to call LP and clarify and in my head I said, "I knew this would happen” 
realizing a DJV, I also saw an article “on the discovery of the pentaquark." 

03/27/20  

03:59 p.m. in bed scrolling through photos deleting some and seeing one of me crying. 
realize I’ve seen this years ago. last photo seen the Dallas Tofighi mod. 

04/21/20  

01:09 p.m. On IG looking at Jojo post about kakyoin horse doujin by one called frogyoin 
and emerge vivid dream of empty cold blue soft focus warehouse Walmart in 
a dream and that I saw this all in a dream and quarantine happened and LP 
left and lives in MO now. 

04/24/20  

02:39 p.m. Hungry, delirious hungry, google searches for think WVM see the mid an vid 
listening to the Akkiko Yanno “Say It Ain’t So” cover remembering LP and 
that I should call them. Also surprised the song hasn’t been memed yet. 

04/30/20  

08:32 p.m. Tiger King: showing Joe Exotic didn’t sing. See JC post as boost morales. 

05/01/20  

05:54 p.m. Peeing, feeling apocalyptic. remembering I saw the email LP sent about 
being angry at me for sending a gift. Gift was pre-fire so possibly moldy. 

05/18/20  

12:52 a.m. Watching clip of James Hefield singing “Stone Cold Crazy” with Queen. 

05/19/20  

5:55 p.m. Putting pizza on plate in kitchen, DT says RTM is not coming back tonight. 

05/26/20  

Time Lost Headache, messy electronics desk listening to Stone Roses. it’s hot and fan 
on face no glasses remeber coding a final AST Paper Trail Accumulator. 



  

 

05/28/20  

Time Lost Cleaning duplicates on phone see screenshot of AST and the Jeffrey 
Vallance Gog & Magog FB group, post did liked by VR and JV. 

06/23/20  

Time Lost GEL and AS put on the Rankin Bass Hobbit, & Bakshi LOTR after recording. 

06/26/20  

12:01 p.m. In room eating Japones peanuts depressed, John Maus is on. DJV, log it. 

07/05/20  

12:11 a.m. Messing around with Poincaré circuits and thinking about the joke I made 
about the times traveler and statues. 

07/13/20  

01:44 a.m. Reading Paul Thek book, page 52 and thinking about the broken circuit and 
ungrounding the circuit to make the concentric circles. 

07/16/20  

03:27 p.m. Sitting on bed against wall facing door feeling sick I get up off wall and neck 
sore remembering I saw this in DJV write it down. 

10/02/20  

01:13 a.m. Reading Hope Hicks wiki wondering why so familiar. On last part at “return 
to the Trump administration” it says she is back as Kushner’s aid then 
remember thinking about Kushner and Trump proximity & Covid and 
remember it’s DJV when I see the George Floyd protest part 

10/15/20  

06:25 p.m. remembering that I was “defending” TJ not being anti-Semitic in catchat.  

10/18/20  

01:21 p.m. John Maus interview about building synth in background working on my site. 

10/29/20  

Time Lost Something while recording the episode but I forgot. 

10/28/20  

01:33 a.m. Cataloging last call of LP before block since I missed her call. Realize DJV. 

11/03/20  

11:27 p.m. Brad Laner group Lusk on Discogs, close tab and it’s Ed Ruscha says “for 
his son, musician, see Eddie Ruscha”. saw this and election in DJV. 

01/26/21  

Time Lost Finished illuminatus, thinking about economy. Remembered wallstreetbets 
guy who tanked debt in RobinHood then next day was the game stop thing. 

01/30/21  

09:23 a.m. On twitter see Adam Gorightly retweet banana splits remembering Sophie 
died and that I saw this all in a dream. 

02/14/21  

10:19 p.m. Sitting in bed reading Adam Gorightly The Prankster and the Conspiracy 
180db_– Aphex Twin playing. P. 236, feel lightheaded, realize I will be being 
alone on Valentine’s Day for the first time in 8 years & a DJV. 

02/17/21  

07:48 p.m. In hall putting away towels listening to Theresa Duncan episode of Adam 
Gorightly’s Untamed Dimension. Remember the topic is one of the last 
things I talked to LP about when we were together, if a little more unstable 
would be confused with all the coincidence in the episode/conspiro out 

02/21/21  

03:47 p.m. On T swiping, thinking about conversation with LP. See a profile Justine, 
realize a DJV. Stop kind of hungry try to remember what happened next. 

02/28/21  

08:33 p.m. On oscilloscope tweaking CONgame listening to Greg Bishop say how he 
sees political arguments in “UFO and even cryptozoology and ghost stuff.” 



  

 

03/09/21  

12:49 p.m. Looking at PEAR Lab slides & emailing AMV. Arcangel – Burial is playing. 

03/21/21  

01:41 p.m. Taking allergy pill remembering I read about Chindits being tired not eating. 
Excited about talking to AMV later when time zones align. 

03/26/21  

10:26 p.m. On D to see if complaints about me not updating episode. See a post MR 
made of some cryptid holding boat on Suez canal. Close app and see the 
staircase sculpture on Dennis Tyfus’ IG. 

  

12:15 p.m. saw Venture Bros clip on cartoonfanboy’s IG said, “it’s the guy from Poker 
Night 2.” Look up on YouTube, apparently a game that is poker w Brock 
Sampson. Thought it was a joke in the DJV. 

03/29/21  

11:52 a.m. Who Is Hunter – Liars is on and looking at Machines of Loving Grace 
GeoCities thinking of AMV and the email I sent her. Realize a weird email 
and DJV. 

03/31/21  

10:59 p.m. Close Enough S02E01a is on, see image of AMV in the desert thinking 
about how she sends kissy face emojis and I hope she thinks I’m cute. Feel 
like this DJV was from about 3 years ago. 

04/03/21  

12:02 a.m. Close Enough S)2E6b is on the karaoke machine plays Whitney Houston. 
close Twitter after seeing AS’ Picabia post thinking I gotta finish SB’s 
LHOOQ circuit. 

04/04/21  

12:18 p.m. Play Little Sister – Queens of the Stone Age into the AST CLR Cage and 
thinking how it sounds like bad William Basiniski but in a good way. 

04/09/21  

11:35 a.m. Catchat long story of how LM went tripping on Space Mountain but the ride 
was blasting Dani California. Then go on IG on discovery page is some vid 
saying “guess who’s straight” and it’s like 5 sequences of TikTok girls with 
numbers next to them, realize its’s  a once confounding DJV. 

04/14/21  

10:38 a.m. Alison – Slowdive is on, see Jeff Skullman’s page it’s like big dog summer, 
Simpsons Moe meme and one saying “giving Ben Shapiro yaoi anatomy”, 
thinking the whole time about a AMV, I love her and now ghosted so that’s 
why I’m depressed on IG. Realize in retrospect moved too fast and a DJV 

04/18/21  

08:39 p.m. Detroit Rock City – Kiss is on while reading over my Culture Hub application 
for the Obsidian Mirror show before hitting send. Thinking about how I texted 
AMV and how I’m embarrassed as well as that T pic of her with the puppy 
and remembering that this was all in a dream.  

04/19/21  

12:29 p.m. On twitter reading AS post on Roko’s basilisk and Yudkowsky and the 
someone comments back “Noearthquake’s basilisk.” 

04/22/21  

10:47 a.m. Watching Ulrich’s Delirium interview about composition for the electronic 
music group and Bloodoath and seeing email about Newark shipment. 

04/23/21  

11:45 p.m. In hallway telling RTM how David Brown said it took 20 hours to build a 
Buchla I insist I can do it in half then I stop and say oh whoa I have seen in a 
dream, but I had no context for it, since I could not build electronics then. 
Update, I cannot build an easel in 20 hours, maybe 23 hours with calibration. 



  

 

04/25/21  

12:48 a.m. Soldering Buchla easel in black dot shirt While You Sleep – My Bloody 
Valentine is on. Thinking about EW’s show and how I told AMV I’m 
lucky that almost everyone I know is exceptionally talented. I see the thought 
of a though in DJV and stop to write. 

04/26/21  

11:36 a.m. In bed trying to sleep, inner leg itches turn over and thinking of records to 
sell remember Profofkiev and my Morton Feldman and how I never knew 
which speed was right for either. 

  

03:37 p.m. On Twitter Nathan for You clip oh him parodying Eminem with the “I grabbed 
my balls” then a post below is R posting about “I’ve never seen an Instagram 
caption come up as a google search” also “I learned from Dahlia’s dad 
that Springa was never straight edge”  

04/30/21  

06:36 p.m. IG see MK story "Baudrillard: The no alternative to silence of media” 
Remember talking to RTM earlier about Cage’s origin story via the anechoic 
chamber and hearing the blood moving in the ears, also Funky Town 
recorded in an anechoic 

05/01/21  

09:14 p.m. In CPU room measuring Buchla placing the knobs and seeing it was a DJV. 
Did not have the room back then and could have never thought of having an 
easel. 

05/03/21  

04:33 p.m. Lying on bed with OM on Hear 777-9311 – The Time thinking of AMV  

05/05/21  

01:12 a.m. Talking to KR on phone he says he got the Poison Idea Ian Mackaye EP. 

  

12:59 p.m. Playing guitar, Jaguar activate the glitch computer super crackly not even a 
pitch, looking at board and notice the CSIDMAN thinking about it all and 
playing music with AMV and how that will not happen anymore remembered 
this it’s a DJV but keep playing instead of stopping to write it down.  

05/08/21  

08:55 p.m. Looking at CPU, pinwheeled screen for the DNA book closing Spotify 
window on Beastie Boys No Dog’s in Space Epidode and it plays “You Gotta 
Fight for Your Right to Party”. Realize DJV so do write it down. 

05/11/21  

09:55 a.m. Googling Arduino magstripe & MIDI, head itches, desk a mess, pedalboard 
on. Sad and missing AMV even though I know its dumb and realize a DJV. 

  

03:58 p.m. on bed on FB see Jeffrey post Bpeople record on solid eye. Check and see 
my package arrived at door, thinking of AMV, sad, realize it’s a DJV. 

05/13/21  

03:01 p.m. Going to make HOG video and getting cracked mirror, I open HOG 1 and 
see its broken, while listening to Chameleons. In my head and sad realize a 
DJV. 

05/16/21  

10:38 p.m. RTM comes back carrying my pile of junk records I forgot in the car from 
earlier and I say oh man I saw this 5 years ago and write it down. 

05/17/21  

02:31 p.m. Listening to The Farm podcast and they talk about crop circles as temporary 
temples and manmade as Sigils. 

05/24/21  



  

 

12:25 a.m. IG discovery page and it’s about the whale holding 15 billion in doge and 
buying 420.69 yesterday and TikTok producers arguing with singers over 
auto tune. 

  

11:08 p.m. House is dark putting away spray bottle of rubbing alcohol, headphones on 
looking at phone Realize it’s a DJV when I choose to play Dirty Boots – 
Sonic Youth. Thought it was a dream since I hated that song before a week 
or so ago. About to wash hands and leave OM in the moonlight for A WS. 

05/26/21  

04:26 p.m. Messing with CONGAME delay shift and red panda heavy expression pedal, 
smell of ash, look at phone, see AK loved image for MOTOR electrical 
install. Realize a DJV and how I was wondering if AMV would text back but 
also in DJV no Idea about AK, AMV, or MOTOR in original DJV vision.  

05/29/21  

12:21 a.m. 
12:41 a.m. 

At Circle K having lots of trouble getting cars to work. Hear it’s Always 
Sunny on TV and think of AMV before I go to register.r I notice a debit card 
on floor and report it. A very not sunny thing to do. As I am writing this note 
in CC’dI realize the weird way I said it was a DJV at 12:41 AM. I said 
“somebody lost their card here” but it sounded like if I said it as if imitating 
LP.  

06/08/21  

07:15 p.m. Eating, fork in hand, looking at bookshelf see David Toop Haunted Weather. 
Thinking of emailing Toby about building a SAMPS, realize a DJV. 

06/11/21  

01:37 a.m. On IG see CS posts a Cocteau Twins then scroll through other stories 
ending with DS go to photos to see how many more needed for tomorrow 
posts see blurry photo of AST box and realize a DJV. 

06/16/21  

06:12 p.m. Dirty Boots – Sonic Youth plays while on photoshop and zoom in on inverted 
genotype see the GG black on black and remember it’s a DJV. 

06/30/21  

09:47 p.m. Scoping Serge schematic remember SB saying Hecker had a new AI album 
and I say, “which one Tom or Florian”. Memory in memory:remember FN 
saying how he saw Kim Gordon and Yoshimi at the hammer realize a DJV. 

  

09:50 p.m. Chinese Whispers – YMO is on, match with Sara on T, bio says Swedish 
Girl. That’s it. 

  

10:30 p.m. The Perfect Kiss – New Order is on neck is sore looking at files to find the 
correct teensy loader. Feeling a little sad and realize it’s a DJV also error 
message the disk image won’t mount like usual, could have saved time if 
remembered haha. 

07/08/21  

03:42 p.m. On IG scrolling listening to the perfect kiss (extended mix) – New Order is 
on. It’s the end half and I hear a loud bang sound outside realize a DJV. 

07/11/21  

01:38 p.m. On zoom scratching hand wearing ring remembering that I was at vanny 
funeral party yesterday, realize a DJV. 

07/12/21  

08:11 p.m. DL Sleep Alone – Rowland S. Howard on soulseek. Remember Sonic Youth 
Hold That Tiger bootleg where Lee says “fuck, fuck, fucked up the words!“ 

07/17/21  

03:10 a.m. We’re in JC’s parking lot, they get the tire jack, I am exhausted and 
annoyed. 



  

 

07/25/21  

04:46 p.m. In bed, house is around 95 degrees. look at return for MIDI cable On IG see 
infographic on how as you get older the brain stops enjoying new music. 
Scroll down it’s like some weird scott pilgrim fan art, someone carving a 
pineapple and like family guy on IG discovery page, all a DJ. 

07/30 p.m.  

09:45 p.m. In bed Alan Licht interview book on side texting JR/catchat about Chris Chan 
mom abuse saying how it’s over for them, but somehow not. 

08/02/21  

12:40 p.m. IG stories see Megabog post about pitchfork rising interview then MD La 
meme young meme of guy at record store asking about new sleep record.  

  

06:56 p.m. Duolingo, see John’s Wolfgang von Goethe and something thinking about 
my Faust book destroyed Faust book on ebay realize a DJV. 

08/09/21  

10:42 a.m. Enter AG house with RTM and ash talking about new moon and worst night 
of sleep and how I gave up and just read til 4 a.m. 

  

03:46 p.m. Just finished reading LAFMS thing on bed say I am booked tomorrow but 
free Thursday or something in response to text about MOTOR zoom. 

08/12/21  

02:34 a.m. Finish reading book about Crowley’s wand and Roman hand mold. Fold TV 
tray it falls an. Slices inch of skin on my middle finger, realize a DJV. 

08/21/21  

01:04 p.m. Looking at moustache in bathroom mirror. Remember this and Abuelita died. 

08/24/21  

11:23 p.m. Reading Mark E. Smith obit on Rolling Stone thinking of my Buchla, realizing 
a DJV and I never thought I’d have a Buchla and didn’t like The Fall before. 

08/28/21  

01:24 a.m. Scratching head looking at photos for suitcase, Mighty Girl – Can is playing  
which id never heard before or don’t remember at a least, realize a DJV. 

08/29/21  

02:42 a.m. In bed reading Lynda Benglis book, Mighty Girl – Can is on again. Flip 
through book see dog suit the weird samurai photo and some other pour 
pieces. Remember a DJV Back of head itches, get phone to write it down. 

09/02/21  

12:25 a.m. Reading Lynda Benglis book essay. How to understand left wing jewelry, 
seems familiar, Isle of Woods – Ryuichi Sakamoto is on playing. Seems 
familiar, look to phone to see time, realize a DJV. 

09/14/21  

07:18 p.m. On IG and remembering something about texting ER about chain mail  

10/20/21  

12:11 p.m. My Old School – Steely Dan is on. standing up putting on flannel looking at 
bookcase see eurorack ribbon cable and thinking how I may sell to SB and 
thinking about ER. 

11/04/21  

01:06 a.m. On phone with KR looking at bookshelf and he says never in NSU would he 
have thought he’s got a Queensrÿche record and I say no he was super into 
the one Dokken song and kept saying the first single was good. 

  

03:15 p.m. On bed, Alone In town – Akira Yamaoka playing within on Audacity 
convention file complete, realizes a DJV. 

11/05/21  



  

 

12:24 AM Feel My Love – Vaughan Mason Butch Dayo is on, T on Desktop, new like 
notification, in messages see ER says nothing nailed down yet, new pic, 
earth tones, realize a DJV. 

11/16/21  

08:42 p.m. Scratching back of head on an off-reading Mayo Thompson Houston Press 
Interview. See bold text about Walt Andrus passing and realize a DJV 

11/26/21  

04:56 p.m. Sitting in bed by wall Countdown – Pulp in Background, checking my IG 
stories if ER viewed. I remember I didn’t know who she was then in DJV and 
see it’s pretty desperate what the algorithm can do. 

11/27/21  

12:34 PM 
 

R.O.D. – The Fall playing. On Twitter see AS retweeted someone saying 
periodic update on the creator of Roko’s basilisk or something. I read it, 
author feels it is real, realize is a DJV and Twitter people are embarrassing.  

12/08/21  

12:52 p.m. On T see a profile that says “are you a toaster because I want to take a bath 
with you”. LPOTL side stories about dominatrix who murders on in 
background. 

12/10/21  

10:32 pm In bed reading Deleuze Cinema open don’t remember If a spider or T match 
or something ominous realize a DJV and log it. 

12/19/21  

1:08 am 
 

In bed reading System of Objects it’s the part about clocks p. 23 of course. 
In Roswell south park shirt it’s the cold full moon too, or so I’ve been told. 

12/26/01  

01:22 p.m. On chair dot shirt ash on lap listening to Conspiranormal thinking about LP, 
they mention Cathy O’Brien and MK Ultra Yale professor Jose Delgado. 

12/29/21  

12:15 a.m. Talking to KR on phone. google image Allen Greenfield. We talk about covid 
unemployment he says he should have gotten the job at the ups store I say  
“Oh, whoa I saw this in a dream”. The image is that of Allen greenfield podcast  
on audible” hair raising horror week tales to astound with Allen greenfield “ 

12/31/21  

06:45 p.m. In bed no glasses. DL texts saying how he was “always suspicious of Anna 
Khachiyan’s husband who worked with Tony Conrad and has a bunch of 
electro acoustic gallery shows”. I realize a DJV. 

01/03/22  

09:04 p.m. In bed feel like shit reading Destroy All Monsters Geisha This My New 
House – The Fall is on realize a DJV. 

01/20/22  

11:02 a.m. On bed drinking coffee Smiling Friends is on. The part where Mr. frog is on 
Jimmy Fallon, realize a DJV Look at wall and see the Mike Kelley “The 
greatest Tragedy of President Clinton’s Administration” print & finish coffee. 

01/28/22  

08:57 p.m. Open a fortune cookie, cookie says “you deserve respect and will eventuall 
get it” jokingly say damn straight realize a DJV. 

02/02/22  

06:44 p.m. On train listening to Von Sudenfed and get text from SB about being on 
campus tomorrow to drop off the books. 

02/11/22  

12:23 a.m. Post MB on floor thinking of LP Cal tech tunnels and house in the canyon. 
Notice Mike Kelley books and realize a DJV log it down.  

  



  

 

12:56 p.m. listening to Conspironormal John Tenney realm of the weird episode 
calibrating Buchla Source of Uncertainty, it all works first try, realize a DJV. 

02/27/22  

02:01 p.m. texting Dylan about superstore “Cant get too real, white collar job to find love 
is the American dream. Can never reference blue collar “  

03/06/22  

11:03 p.m. Working on Buchla trying to get knob on pot. Remember I mention to DT 
when driving that AS is the only person I know with a Tears for Fears shirt. 

03/20/22  

10:50 a.m. In bed, done checking T on desktop put coffee cup down on bed to change 
music from Therefore I am – Jim O’Rourke, very allergied still, realize a DJV 

03/19/22  

02:32 p.m. RTM found and is looking at an old calendar. My gut says its form 2012, I 
say that it is correct. Opens to a cat with a basketball. 

03/29/22  

08:04 p.m. Debugging both 259 listening to Where did the Road Go mentions how 
going to a haunted place and paying money is reasonable like a. I can hear 
Steve play guitar. 38:58 mins in he says kid killed himself and threw himself 
into the water, concert realize a DJV. 

04/07/22  

05:44 p.m. Debugging the black Buchla Easel’s board 3. Day after the revolution is 
playing. Looking at the capacitors to see why it is triggering slow. 

04/12/22  

01:32 p.m. Snipping leads on Arduino REG box and hear Ash crying and get up to see 
if she needs to go outside, Put REG on desk and hear Roscoe – Midlake 
and See LP images on CPU screen and realize a DJV. 

04/16/22  

03:13 p.m. In bed against wall, with flannel, watching Marc Doty patching the 208 vid. 
Stomach in pain, the new plumbing issues are not fixed, realize a DJV log it. 

04/18/22  

02:14 a.m. Closing IG then see PGG and ClearSky Willard on recants, realize a DJV. 

04/23/22  

02:24 p.m. In office putting knobs back on the Buchla 259. Dracula’s Daughter – Redd 
Kross is plying and realize I missed the SG time of 2:22/3 and say to self 
“that’s okay” then realize a DJV . 

04/25/22  

1:02 a.m. About to open TikTok to see MV page and check LP but say nah & close 
app immediately. Then see my Itunes on Silent Heaven – Akira Yamaoka 
then open notes to loge DJV and see It is on the notes page for AHUFFLE 
of Agarhta – Sunn O))) and VBS.redlof.b – AFX and realize I have Abuelita’s 
piedrita in my front pocket, all of this in a prior DJV and write it down. 

  

01:57 p.m. Reading John Miller Ruins of Exchange p. 291” Correlation and Conflicts 
between Identity and role in everyday life link the nascent sense of selfhood 
to alienation.” 

04/26/22  

03:15 a.m.  Wake up and ring finger itches, see the OM on bed stand feel mildly allergic 
and itches on hands and arms. Wonder if it is via the morning dew from 
when I put the OM outside for the NM, realize all a DJV. 

  

03:59 p.m. Soldering EEG LED as a voltage source, Thinking of LP, finger gets burned 
a little. Insignificance – Jim O’Rourke is playing “like a seed in an apple.” 

04/27/22  



  

 

01:12 a.m. attorneypish video on IG discovery page about never refusing an ambulance 
if it is not your fault in a crash, realize I need to go to bed, also a DJV. 

04/28/22  

11:47 p.m. Get an email back from ebay saying they are northeast just off the 5 and 
grffin. I think Oh I should email back JP to do a pick up of an LAFMS hat 
before I go on trip, realize a DJV log it phone opens to AHUFFLE Tour De 
France entry, won’t close, all in the DJV. 

04/29/22  

10:17 p.m. Coding turtlebot to be controlled by EEG Where did the Road Go episode on 
Hecate is on. I believe it was Bosley who mentions seeing Hecate at all 
three phases at the triple crossroads in a dream. Realize DJV and log it. 

04/30/22  

12:46 a.m. Last minute packing in computer room moving a box putting books away to 
sell see Owen Hatherly’s Uncommon People and the JG Ballard Quotes 
book, realize a DJV so get phone and see it has some plastic shavings from 
carving the REG box. 

  

02:53 p.m. In car at GM ‘s driveway, cramped I say its okay since I will be sitting like 
this for 10 hours soon, saying if I could afford it would buy a second ticket for 
the synth to make it safe, but then say no I would not too cheap still. 

05/02/22  

07:30 p.m. Looking at FB post in a new Jeffrey Vallance group “Who is the little man 
with a moustache?16 The photo is a screenshot of a comments between DG 
and JV where DG says, “I’m guessing he will soon have his own Facebook 
group?” To which JV exclaims “YOU SAID THE MAGIC WORD! I realize this 
is not a silly dream scenario but a DJV and log it. 

05/07/22  

01:38 p.m. RTM saying how if I want to use the power bank I better charge it or it won’t 
work to demonstrate to TSA. simultaneously checking status of box in that 
has all the objects or my show stuck in customs, realize a DJV and try to do 
all at once while remembering to write it down. In the DJV I mention I realize 
it and stop RTM from talking to write it down, pretty rude and crazy really. 

05/09/2217  

10:12 p.m. Feel person next to me is annoyed I did not move a seat over, but she 
doesn’t know that it was an expensive seat and I’m afraid I’ll be charged. 

  

03:02 a.m. Total Darkness in the plane except the main screen up front showing flight. 

  

12:52 p.m. Making bed. 

05/10/22  

09:37 a.m. MW says he can’t find the good paint. 

 
 

 
16 An offshoot from the Liberace UFO Experience group. See also Fortean Times # 408 August 2021 
17 Time is confusing as this is when I was flying over the Atlantic, so I had a few time zones 


